**Origami Monster Bookmark:**

Supplies: card stock or construction paper in various colors, scissors, glue, and markers
Optional: use googly eyes and pipe cleaners for embellishments

**Step 1:** Fold the paper in half to form a triangle.

**Step 2:** Fold the left corner of the triangle up to the center point and do the same for the right corner:

**Step 3:** Unfold the resulting square and open back to a triangle. Fold the top flap of the triangle’s center point down to the bottom or base of the triangle so that it creates a “pocket”.

**Step 4:** Re-fold the left corner towards the center point and tuck it into the "pocket". Next, re-fold the right corner toward the center point and tuck it into the "pocket"

**For mouth and fangs:** Cut a contrasting square smaller than the 3 inch x 3 inch pocket, apply glue and press inside.

Cut out fangs/teeth from white or contrasting paper and glue to the top flap of your monster’s mouth.

Glue on construction paper or googly eyes to make a face.

Slide the finished “bookmark” onto the page corner of your favorite book for use all summer!